Berlin, May 17, 2018

Kithara at the automatica 2018 in
Munich

Kithara Software has announced they will be participating as an exhibitor at
this year’s automatica in Munich from June 19 to 22 at booth B6.126. The
trade fair’s main points, industrial and service robotics, assembly facilities as
well as machine vision are, for a major part, congruent with the latest realtime innovations of the Berlin software company.
At the automatica, one of the most important trade fairs for all topics
surrounding production automation, Kithara presents their most recent
developments for software-based real-time solutions. The main focus will be
on functions of Kithara RealTime Suite for automation with EtherCAT, realtime image capturing and processing as well as networking of automotive
interfaces.
„A specialized trade show such as the automatica is the perfect presentation
platform for us, since it has a strong focus on topics that are expecially
relevant for Kithara. Customers and other interested parties also know
exactly what requirements their projects have and are fast to recognize in
how far Kithara RealTime Suite has just the right solutions for them.“,
explained Uwe Jesgarz, managing director of Kithara Software.

At the Kithara booth, visitors are offered visual demonstrations of the realtime systems as well as comprehensive information and personal
consultation for individual solutions. People interested in visiting can also
contact Kithara directly in order to get free admission tickets for the show.
***
About Kithara Software GmbH
Kithara Software is a specialist for real-time solutions, especially for the
Windows® operating systems family. The real-time extension RealTime Suite
is a comprehensive system library for hardware-dependent programming,
communication, automation and machine vision. The software is an easy-touse and powerful technical basis for advanced applications in production and
manufacturing, automotive electronics as well as measurement and control
engineering. It is the key element in machine building, testing rig development
and other specialized applications. Kithara Software has representations in the
USA as well as Asia and supports global companies with their innovative
projects.
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